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TWO POEMS BY PABLO NERUDA AND ONE BY JOSÉ ASUNCIÓN SILVA 
 

Pablo Neruda 
 

Introduction 
 

Pablo Neruda was born Neftalí Ricardo Reyes Basoalto on July 12, 1904, in Parral, Chile.  One of the 

most important Latin-American poets of the 20th century, he was also a diplomat, and socialist politician.  

He was awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1971.  He adopted his literary name, at least in part, 

because of his father’s opposition to his chosen vocation but did not legally change his name until 1946.  

Like many Latin Americans (then as now), he spent a significant part of his life as an expatriate and 

because of that came to value his Latin American roots and to see Latin America as a nation, rather than a 

group of sometimes feuding and competitive states, a phenomena common among those of the Latin 

Diaspora.  His writing was initially Eurocentric and concerned with personal emotions but over time, 

became focused on Latin American roots and the political, social and economic issues of the region.  He 

became a leading socialist and after spending time as a member of the Chilean diplomatic corps, was 

forced into exile.  Like many of his contemporaries, he was deeply affected by the Spanish Civil War as a 

strong supporter of the ill fated antifascist Republican cause. 

 

Veinte poemas de amor y una canción desesperada (Twenty Love Poems and a Song of Despair), his 

second book was published in 1924, before his twentieth birthday.  The poems were untitled and 

referenced by number although the poem translated below (number 20) might be referred to, for purposes 

of the translation, as “The Verses I Write Tonight”.  The Poem, “Amor America” was included in 

Neruda’s famous poetic epic Canto general, usually translated (if at all) as the General Song, but which I 

prefer to translate as the Universal Hymn.  It was published in 1950, almost thirty years after Veinte 

poemas de amor y una canción desesperada, at a time when Neruda’s personal-emotional writing period 

had long passed but his last literary stage, a return to more mundane and personal musings, was yet to 

come.  It celebrates Latin America: its flora, its fauna and its history, particularly the wars of liberation 

from Spanish rule and the continuing struggle of its peoples for freedom and social justice. 

 

The “Twentieth Poem” From Veinte poemas de amor y una canción desesperada 
 

In his autobiography, Confieso que he vivido” Pablo Neruda explains that Twenty Poems of Love and a 

Song of Despair was written, almost as a reaction to a strange writing experience that tangentially 

involved the Uruguayan poet, Sabat Erscaty.  Neruda had written a beautiful poem in a stream of 

consciousness during one evening in 1923, but, upon reflection and observations by his friend and fellow 

poet, Aliro Oyarrzun, Neruda concluded that its style was too similar to Erscaty’s work, an opinion shared 

by Erscaty.  The experience led Neruda to focus on a less diffuse and more personal style and Twenty 

Poems of Love and a Song of Despair was the result.  Neruda describes it as a painful, pastoral book, 

reflecting his tormented adolescent passions, mixed with the overwhelming natural beauty of southern 

Chile, a fusion of melancholy and joy of living.  He describes the poems, which he credits the Imperial 

River with helping him write, as having been inspired by the romance of Santiago with its streets full of 

students, its university and the bouquet of honeysuckle exuded by love shared. 

 

The translation was suggested to me by a beautiful young Colombian friend and the choice was echoed by 

my father, attesting to the breadth of the audience for Pablo Neruda’s poetry as the difference in their 

respective ages was half a century while their reaction to the poem was very similar.  In preparation for 

the translation I chanced to find a small stack of books that my mother had left me when she passed away 

in 1990 (and which had remained virtually untouched since then).  Among them was a Spanish language 

copy of Pablo Neruda’s autobiography, Confieso que he vivido.  Reading it helped me grasp some of the 

self-perception he elected to show the world.  Preparing for the translation I also read a number of his 
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other poems, including the second poem I selected for this translation project, “Amor America”; a very 

different kind of poem.  It saddens me that it has taken this long to start appreciating even this small 

amount of the beautiful cultural heritage that has always been so close to me yet has remained virtually 

unexplored. 

 

The “twentieth poem” deals with nostalgic, ambivalent memories of a love affair then in the past, 

although perhaps not the too distant past, and with the pain of its unsuccessful conclusion still echoing 

and demanding expression, at least one final time.  It is comprised of 32 lines, all paired in couplets, 

except for the first two.  The initial stanza is comprised of three lines and the second of a single line.  

Each line is comprised of approximately 14 syllables except for the final one which has 15, probably a 

deliberate anomaly as the word “yo” in that last line does not seem to have been necessary.  End rhyme is 

irregular but frequent, principally involving “o”, “os”, “a” and “es” sounds, as is intralineal rhyming.  

Assonance, alliteration and consonance are plentiful and beautiful.  Several lines are repeated: verbatim 

on one occasion (Puedo escribir los versos más tristes esta noche, three times); and substantially on two 

other occasions, with slight invertive variations (see lines 6 and 9, and lines 23 and 27).  Use of beautiful 

imagery through metaphor is present but not extensive as the poem deals more with feelings than with 

images.  It evokes a sense of melancholy and loss, but with beautiful memories retained; perhaps even a 

tiny trace of hope. 

 

The translation follows Neruda’s stanza and line structure but has an irregular rhythm.  Formal meter, 

when present, is primarily pentameter in footage, and iambic in stress.  Except when possible through use 

of the word “her” (frequently requiring syntactic inversions and changes of mood from active to passive), 

end rhyme was difficult to attain, consequently, effort was made to use intralineal rhyme, assonance, 

consonance and alliteration extensively.  The register was that of a well educated and literate speaker, but 

one comfortable with contractions, useful for purposes of maintaining rhythm.  Whenever possible, words 

of Latin origin seemed to fit most comfortably.  Duplication of the message and soul of the poem, 

evoking a similarly melancholy mood was paramount, rather than literal following of lexis, tenses or even 

imagery and metaphor. 

 

I had originally used the phrase “It’s a starry, starry night” to translate the phrase “La noche esta 

estrellada”, but although I loved it, I was not totally comfortable with the allusion to Don McLean’s 

hauntingly beautiful song, “Vincent”.  That discomfort was echoed by Irena Cranston, a poet and 

songwriter friend who reviewed the translation at my request, and with regret, I elected to discard it. 

 

 The translation initially seemed to flow quickly and easily, perhaps because I was sharing feelings very 

similar to those expressed by Neruda in my personal life.  However, trying to complete the translation 

took a bit of fussing, and resulted in several substantial alterations.  After the translation was completed, I 

reviewed a number of the existing translations and was not displeased with my result.  I hope you share 

that immodest conclusion! 

Poema 20 

 

Puedo escribir los versos más tristes esta noche. 

Escribir, por ejemplo: "La noche esta estrellada, 

y tiritan, azules, los astros, a lo lejos". 

 

El viento de la noche gira en el cielo y canta. 

 

Puedo escribir los versos más tristes esta noche. 

Yo la quise, y a veces ella también me quiso. 

Poem Number 20 
 

Tonight, I may write the saddest lines. 

Perhaps I’ll write: “The night sparkles, 

stars shimmering, cerulean in the distance.” 

 

In the sky, the swirling night wind sings. 

 

Tonight, I may write the saddest lines. 

I loved her and sometimes she loved me. 
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En las noches como ésta la tuve entre mis brazos. 

La besé tantas veces bajo el cielo infinito. 

 

Ella me quiso, a veces yo también la quería. 

Cómo no haber amado sus grandes ojos fijos. 

 

Puedo escribir los versos más tristes esta noche. 

Pensar que no la tengo. Sentir que la he perdido. 

 

Oír la noche inmensa, más inmensa sin ella. 

Y el verso cae al alma como al pasto el rocío. 

 

Qué importa que mi amor no pudiera guardarla. 

La noche está estrellada y ella no está conmigo. 

 

Eso es todo. A lo lejos alguien canta. A lo lejos. 

Mi alma no se contenta con haberla perdido. 

 

Como para acercarla mi mirada la busca. 

Mi corazón la busca, y ella no está conmigo. 

 

La misma noche que hace blanquear los mismos árboles. 

Nosotros, los de entonces, ya no somos los mismos. 

 

Ya no la quiero, es cierto, pero cuánto la quise. 

Mi voz buscaba el viento para tocar su oído. 

 

De otro. Será de otro. Como antes de mis besos. 

Su voz, su cuerpo claro. Sus ojos infinitos. 

 

Ya no la quiero, es cierto, pero tal vez la quiero. 

Es tan corto el amor, y es tan largo el olvido. 

 

Porque en noches como ésta la tuve entre mis brazos, 

mi alma no se contenta con haberla perdido. 

 

Aunque éste sea el último dolor que ella me causa, 

y éstos sean los últimos versos que yo le escribo. 

 

On nights like this I had her in my arms. 

Under the infinite sky, time and again I kissed her. 

 

She loved me and sometimes I loved her. 

Her wide quiet eyes: how not to have loved them. 

 

Tonight, I may write the saddest lines. 

Thinking I don’t have her.  Sensing that I’ve lost her. 

 

Hearing the vast night, measureless without her. 

Verses lighting on my soul like dew on pasture. 

 

What does it matter if my love couldn’t hold her? 

It’s a sparkling night and she’s not with me. 

 

That’s all.  In the distance, someone sings.  In the distance. 

My soul cannot contend with having lost her. 

 

As if to draw her near, my gaze seeks her, 

My heart seeks her, but she’s not with me. 

 

The same night blanches the same trees. 

We, the two who were then, are no longer the same. 

 

True, I no longer love her, but I loved her so much then. 

To caress her ear, my voice would seek the wind. 

 

She’ll be another’s.  Like before I kissed her. 

Her voice, her pale body.  Her infinite eyes. 

 

True, I no longer love her, but, perhaps I still do. 

Love’s so short, and its echoes last so long. 

 

Because on nights like this I had her in my arms, 

my soul cannot contend with having lost her. 

 

Even should this be the last heartache she causes 

and these, the last verses I write her. 
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Canto general (The Universal Hymn) “Amor América” 
 

Canto general, published in 1950 while Neruda was wandering through the Soviet Union and China, and 

then sojourning in Italy, is a metaphorical and symbolic history of Latin America done in the style of epic 

poetry.  It has been referred to as the "bible" of Latin America and as a great hymn to the nature and 

humanity of the continent, its heroes, insurrections and struggles against its oppressors, tyrants and the 

dictatorships of "flies". 1  The poem, as well as the Universal Hymn, is important to me personally 

because, as a fellow expatriate, I strongly identify with Neruda’s call for a pan-Latin-American identity 

and with his outrage at the continuing political, social and economic exploitation which is endemic in the 

region, not only by major foreign powers, but by entrenched oligarchies.  Having lived on the outside for 

most of my life, I have become privy to stories of the Latin Diaspora involving both success and tragedy 

and deeply regret that like my own family, so many of Latin America’s best, most talented and brightest 

young people continue to leave the region to pursue what they perceive to be, better economic 

opportunities. 

 

“Amor America” (“Love, America”), seeks to describe a primordial image of America before the Spanish 

conquest, evoking images of its geography and early cultures, and using the Abrahamic genesis creation 

myths equating man with the earth from which he was made, although that particular mythology is not 

one accepted by traditional indigenous Americans, then or now.  It is comprised of forty-six lines, 

unevenly divided into six stanzas which range from five to fifteen lines.  The rhythm is irregular rather 

than measured, with lines ranging from three (line 14) to 15 syllables.  Symbolism and visual metaphor 

seem critical.  End rhyme occurs from time to time, intermittently; more often in the form of slant (off) 

rhyme.  Endings in “a” and “as” seem very frequent but not in any readily discernibly matched patterns.  

Intralineal rhyme, assonance alliteration and consonance seem important (although that might be because, 

enjoying them so, I fantasize them there). 

 

In translating the poem, my first challenge involved the title, a challenge that was not resolved to my 

satisfaction, at least not yet.  Neruda’s stanza and line structures were generally followed, although 

latitude was taken on a number of occasions with rearranging the word groupings within stanzas.  That 

was most notable in the separation of the reference to a quest for a father or perhaps a mother in the fourth 

stanza, by moving the paternal reference to an earlier part of the stanza, before the description of the 

quest.  Formal rhythm was more notable by its absence and inconsistence, although, through consonance 

and alliteration, an attempt was made to compensate by creating its semblance.  Assonance and intralineal 

rhyme, as always, were important in filling in for the absence of end rhyme which seemed hopeless; it 

was tried and seemed forced and unpleasant (e.g., “hilt” and “writ” in the second stanza were briefly end 

rhymes).  The register was developed at a sophisticated, educated and literal level (for the most part) 

although there were doubts as to whether Neruda’s social concerns at the time might have justified 

lowering it.  However, he was also very interested in the ancient “ode” format at the time and that seemed 

to justify the decision.  In any event, I believe that primordial topics are reflected better in slightly more 

archaic usages and concepts and that calls for a more sophisticated register. 

 

I had problems with some terms, notably: “eyelid” which I sought to substitute with “membrane”, but, “a 

respected mentor” advised against it; “Arauca”, seemed phonically dissonant and was relegated to a 

reversed role (as “agate, Araucan”) despite a resulting grammatical inconsistency (thank you poetic 

license, no better alternatives having come to mind, at least none that have yet occurred to me); and, 

“pastoral”, which I disliked in English as it had too much formally religious connotation and I thus 

                                                 
1  Guy Wagner, “Canto General« - Gospel of our time”, Publishing date: 03.08.2004 12:16. http://en.mikis-

theodorakis.net/index.php/article/articleview/206/1/46/ 
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elected to translate it with the phrase “grassland-brothers” which my father agreed better conveyed the 

allusion. 

 

A proper translation, one relying on more than just facility with language, would take more time than the 

course permits as it would require substantial acculturation which I lack but would love to have.  The 

cultural allusions and symbolism Neruda sought to evoke in the poem all too frequently sailed over my 

head, but I was fortunate to have the advice of someone familiar with those aspects of the poem, who took 

pains on a number of occasions, to waft the concepts back towards me.  Hopefully, for the purposes of 

this project, that will prove enough. 

 

 

Amor América 

 

Antes de la peluca y la casaca 

fueron los ríos, ríos arteriales; 

fueron las cordilleras, en cuya onda raída 

el cóndor o la nieve parecían inmóviles; 

fue la humedad y la espesura, el trueno 

sin nombre todavía, las pampas planetarias. 

 

El hombre tierra fue, vasija, párpado 

del barro trémulo, forma de la arcilla; 

fue cántaro caribe, piedra chibcha, 

copa imperial o sílice araucana. 

Tierno y sangriento fue, pero en la empuñadura 

de su arma de cristal humedecida, 

las iniciales de la tierra estaban  

escritas. 

 

Nadie pudo 

recordarlas después: el viento 

las olvidó, el idioma del agua 

fue enterrado, las claves se perdieron 

o se inundaron de silencio o sangre. 

 

No se perdió la vida, hermanos pastorales. 

Pero como una rosa salvaje 

cayó una gota roja en la espesura, 

y se apagó una lámpara de tierra. 

Yo estoy aquí para contar la historia. 

Desde la paz del búfalo 

hasta las azotadas arenas 

de la tierra final, en las espumas 

acumuladas de la luz antártica, 

y por las madrigueras despeñadas 

´de la sombría paz venezolana, 

te busqué, padre mío,  

joven guerrero de tiniebla y cobre, 

o tú, planta nupcial, cabellera indomable, 

madre caimán, metálica paloma. 

 

Love, America 
 

Before the wig and the robe 

there were rivers, there were tributaries, 

there were glacial ranges on whose jagged crests 

condor and snow seemed utterly still, 

there were forests and rain, there was thunder, 

yet unnamed, -- there were the planetary plains. 

 

Once, man was earth, a vessel, 

an eyelid cast from trembling mud, 

a shape clay had assumed; he was a Carib jug, 

a Chibcha stone, an emperor’s cup 

or agate, Araucan.  He’d been tender 

and he’d been brutal, but, on the moist crystal hilt 

of his blade, the earth’s own initials were 

written. 

 

Afterward, none could 

remember them: they were forgotten 

by the wind; the language of water 

entombed, the codes mislaid 

or flooded in silence or blood. 

 

Life was not lost, my grassland-brothers. 

But in the forest, like a wild rose, 

a crimson drop fell 

and a lamp made of clay was quenched. 

I’m here to tell the story.  

I sought you my father, 

warrior youth of shadow and bronze, 

I sought you from the harmony of the buffalo 

to the scourged sands of earth’s end, 

to the mists of massed Antarctic light 

and through cliffside warrens 

of serene Venezuelan shade; 

or perhaps it was you I sought, 

nuptial bloom, indomitable mane, 

caiman mother, metal dove. 
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Yo, incásico del légamo, 

toqué la piedra y dije: 

Quién me espera? Y apreté la mano 

sobre un puñado de cristal vacío. 

Pero anduve entre flores zapotecas, 

y dulce era la luz como un venado, 

y era la sombra como un párpado verde. 

 

Tierra mía sin nombre, sin América, 

estambre equinoccial, lanza de púrpura, 

tu aroma me trepó por raíces 

hasta la copa que bebía, hasta la más delgada 

palabra aún no nacida de mi boca. 

I, the Incan from the mire, 

touched the stone and said: 

“Who awaits me?” And I closed my hand 

on a fistful of empty crystal sand. 

But through Zapotec flowers I walked 

and sweet as a doe was the light 

and like a green eyelid, the shade. 

 

Mine: land unnamed, not America.  Not yet. 

Equinoctial verve; purpled spear. 

From earthen roots, your fragrance rose through me, 

to the cup from which I drank, to the slightest 

unborn word still quiet on my lips. 

 

 

 

José Asunción Silva 
“Juntos Los Dos” (“Together, We Two”) 

 

The poem, “Juntos los dos” (“Together, We Two”) seems unusual for José Asunción Silva, most of 

whose works were very pessimistic and even macabre.  My father suggested his poetry, perhaps because 

like Silva, he lost a beloved sister in his youth.  Silva was born on November 27, 1865 (shortly after the 

end of the United States Civil War), in Bogota, Colombia, the eldest child of an aristocratic but 

financially inconsistent family, and ended his own life on May 25, 1896.  He spent a number of years in 

France and was significantly influenced in his writing and style by literary currents flowing there and 

then, as well as by the works of United States author, Edgar Alan Poe.  During his lifetime, Silva 

preferred to read his poems aloud to groups of friends rather than to publish them; consequently, most of 

his poems and other writings were published posthumously. Despite recognition as one of Latin 

America’s major and most innovative writers, his single novel has remained controversial as a worthy 

literal work (critics having criticized it as flighty and disorganized).  It has only recently been recognized 

as involving major innovative features. 

 

“Juntos los dos” is included in Poesías. José Asunción Silva. Edición de Rocío Oviedo y Pérez de Tudela. 

Clásicos Castalia - 228. Editorial Castalia, but I have not found English translations of the poem and may 

post this one on a relevant Wikipedia site.  In fact, it seems that many of Silva’s poems may not yet be 

translated and present interesting opportunities for future exploration, if that can be verified.  The theme 

of the poem appears to be an evolving complex relationship: love, that on the one hand provides joy and 

on the other sorrow and tears.  It is set in contrasts, laughter and crying, laughter and memories of traces 

of tears and then, somewhat confusing sighs; references to an orgy (probably not of the sexual variety but 

involving overabundant exuberance) that generates deep sighs; and then, a symbolic contrast between 

briny ocean waters, perhaps reminiscent of the reference to crying and tears in the other two stanza, and 

the formation of pearls, perhaps a symbol of purity, but perhaps not.  Pearls have a broad range of 

meaning, from the prurient to the sublime (although to some of us, that may well be an overlap).  One 

interesting feature noted in a paper by Armand F. Baker2, is the “so much crying, so much enchantment” 

result of reading the last words in the second and fourth lines of the first two stanzas.  While there has 

                                                 
2  Baker, Armand F., “José Asunción Silva, Risa y llanto”.  Antología comentada del Modernismo. Medellín, 

Colombia: Porrata y Santana, 1974.  http://www.armandfbaker.com/risa_y_llanto.pdf. 
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been lurid speculation about Silva’s sexuality, many believe that there was one major love in his life and 

that “Juntos los dos” may have been a reference to his relationship with Isabel Argáez Ferro.3 

 

The poem is comprised of three quatrain stanzas, each line alternating in length with end rhyme patterns 

being limited to the second and fourth lines.  The source text has significant assonance, mainly involving 

“a” and “o” sounds.  Assonance in the translation involves long “e” sounds in the first stanza, and 

alliteration is more prominent, especially with “l” sounds in the first stanza, “t” sounds in the second, and 

“s” again in the first line of the third stanza, then “p” sounds in the fourth.  The meter in Spanish is 

alternating, mainly hendecasyllabic and heptasyllabic, both meters imported from Italian poetry, although 

it also includes one line of docasyllabic meter, and several octosyllabic lines.  The translation hints at 

ballad meter, with alternating three and four foot lines in the first two stanzas, but with inconsistent stress. 

 

As is the case with short poems, this was probably the most difficult to translate, with wild variations in 

the attempt.  The initial efforts, which seemed promising at first, sounded like limericks when revisited, 

and other versions that seemed to work for a while, on review seemed a bit too cute.  The fourth stanza 

was symbolically difficult, especially the first two lines, where it was difficult to make the connection 

between “copas calidas” and “orgías”.  Eventually, after finding a definition for the word “calid” as hot, 

burning or ardent at http://www.thefreedictionary.com/Calid, I elected to use that word leaving the issue 

of the nature of the line’s orgiastic aspect deliberately vague. 

 

Trying to duplicate end rhyme in the first two stanzas was an adventure that took up a great deal of time 

and many, many drafts.  Eventually, the word “touch” was added as a rhyme with “much”, duplicating the 

even line end rhyme pattern in the first two stanzas.  The word “encanto” in the last line of the second 

stanza seemed simple but provided a challenge as it has connotations of both delight and magic that did 

not seem adequately expressed by its English equivalent, enchantment”.  I initially resolved the ambiguity 

by adding clarifying modifier, rendering the phrase “delightfully wondrous enchantment”, then I 

abandoned it for purer simplicity and meter.  One haunting aspect of the translation for me was that I was 

drawn to use of the word “dust” to end the first stanza, although I don’t know why, but I refrained from 

that strong and continuing impulse because it was clearly not consistent with the author’s intent. 

 

At one point, I elected not to translate the title literally because the versions of the translated text at the 

time no longer included a literal translation of the phrase (“together, the two of us”, or, “together we 

two”), because, after numerous attempts, it too negatively impacted both rhythm and rhyme without 

compensating benefit (other than in coincidence with the title).  Thus, it seemed at the time that its 

connection to the poem had been severed.  The phrase “laughter and tears’ seemed the crux of the poem 

and a decision was made to use that as the title, especially after I read “The all-important title” in Clifford 

E. Landers’ Literary Translation.  Then … after several dozen more rewrites, lo and behold, well, 

anyway, -- 

 

Behold: 

 

Juntos los dos 

 

Juntos los dos reímos cierto día...  

¡Ay, y reímos tanto  

que toda aquella risa bulliciosa  

Together, We Two 
 

Together, we two laughed one day … 

And, ah – we laughed so much 

that soon it seemed our boisterous laughs 

                                                 
3  Santos Molano Enrique.  El corazón del poeta: los sucesos reveladores de la vida y la verdad inesperada 

de la muerte de José Asunción Silva.  Edición original: Bogotá, Nuevo Rumbo Editores. 1992. 
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se tornó pronto en llanto! 

 

Después, juntos los dos, alguna noche,  

reímos mucho, tanto,  

que quedó como huella de las lágrimas  

un misterioso encanto! 

 

Nacen hondos suspiros, de la orgía  

entre las copas cálidas  

y en el agua salobre de los mares,  

se forjan perlas pálidas! 

 

had turned to tears’ sad touch! 

 

Then, together again one night, 

we laughed and laughed so much 

that the hazy trace of our trailing tears 

left a strange enchantment’s touch! 

 

Amid the orgy of the calid cups, 

deep long sighs are born 

and in the oceans’ briny depths, 

pure pallid pearls take form! 

 


